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Abstract
Superconducting NbN hot electron bolometer (HEB) mixers are widely used
in terahertz radio astronomy. Such mixers have superior performance com-
pared to SIS and Schottky diode mixers at frequency above 1THz. However,
their drawback is a limited IF bandwidth. Therefore, as radio astronomy ad-
vances towards higher frequencies, mixers with even wider gain bandwidth
are required. The gain bandwidth of the HEB mixers is determined by two
consequent processes in the electron energy relaxation: the electron phonon
interaction and the phonon escape into the substrate with corresponding time
constants for each process. The electron-phonon interaction time is inversely
dependent of the electron temperature of the film which is close to the criti-
cal temperature of the superconductor. The escape time is dependent of the
film thickness. Materials with higher critical temperature and shorter electron
relaxation time are needed to improve the IF bandwidth.
The discovery of the superconductivity in the intermetallic compound mag-
nesium diboride (MgB2) has generated a great interest in this research field.
The high critical temperature and the short electron phonon interaction time
make the MgB2 very attractive for HEB mixers fabrication aiming for better
HEB mixers performances.
In this thesis, novel terahertz HEB mixers based on magnesium diboride
thin films are presented. MgB2 HEBs integrated with spiral antenna were
fabricated, characterized and studied. The gain bandwidth was investigated
with respect to the thickness and the critical temperature of the film. A
gain bandwidth of 1.3GHz, 2.3GHz and 3.4GHz corresponding to a mixer
time constant of 130ps, 70 ps and 47 ps was measured in 30 nm, 15 nm and
10nm MgB2 films, respectively. Another important figure of merit for receivers
is the noise temperature which is influenced by several factors such as the
dimension of the HEB and the critical current. For HEB mixers made from
10nm MgB2 film the lowest mixer noise temperature was 600K measured at
2K bath temperature and 600GHz local oscillator (LO) frequency. Finally,
using the two temperature model the experimental data were analyzed and
the electron phonon interaction time, τe−ph of 7 to 15 ps, the phonon escape
time, τesc of 6 to 42 ps and the specific heat ratio, ce/cph of 1.35 to 9 ps were
extracting giving the first model for HEB mixers made of MgB2 films. Based
on this research a gain bandwidth as large as 8-10GHz has been predicted in
very thin MgB2 films.
Keywords: THz Detectors, bolometers, mixers, MgB2, superconductors,
IF bandwidth.
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Notations and
abbreviations
Notations
A Area
β Acoustic phonon transmission coefficient
α Temperature Coefficient of Resistance
c Speed of light
C Heat Capacitance
C0 Self heating parameter
ce Electron specific heat
cph Phonon specific heat
d Material thickness
D Electron diffusivity
∆ Energy gap
∆P Power variation
∆ΘIF Amplitude of the response
∆TC Transition width
∆T (ω) Temperature modulation
∆V Voltage variation
E Energy
ε0 Vacuum permittivity
f Frequency
fg Gain bandwidth frequency
fIF Intermediate frequency
fLO Local oscillator frequency
fn Noise bandwidth frequency
fs Signal frequency
G Thermal conductance
Ge Effective Thermal conductance
γ Electron phonon specific heat coefficient
h Planck´s constant
ηm Mixer gain
HC Critical magnetic field
kB Boltzmann´s constant
ix
xI Current
IC Critical current
Lth Thermal diffusion length
λ Wavelength
λL London penetration depth
m Mass
M Molar mass
n Superconducting electron density
NEP Noise equivalent power
na Atomic mass density
ξ Coherence length
P Power
PIF Intermediate power
PLO Local oscillator power
PS Signal power
P (ω) Power modulation
R Resistance
Rbd Boundary Resistance
Rd Differential Resistance
RL Load Resistance
R0 Bias resistance
ρ Resistivity
ρm Mass density
Sv Responsivity
T Temperature
TB Bolometer temperature
Tbath Reservoir temperature
Tc Critical temperature
TD Debye temperature
Te Electron temperature
TIF Amplifier noise temperature
Tph Phonon temperature
TTFn Thermal fluctuation noise
Trec Receiver noise temperature
TJn Johnson noise
τ Time constant
τθ Response time
τe Electron cooling time
τe−ph Electron phonon interaction time
τesc Phonon escape time
τdiff Diffusion time
u Speed of sound
V Voltage
vF Fermi velocity
VLO Voltage amplitude of the local oscillator
VS Voltage amplitude of the signal
ω Angular frequency
ωIF Intermediate angular frequency
ωLO Local oscillator angular frequency
ωS Signal angular frequency
xi
Abbreviations
Au Gold
BWO Backward wave oscilaltor
DSB Double sideband
FET Field effect transistor
FIB-SEM Focused ion beam scanning electron microscope
FIR Far Infrared
GBW Gain bandwidth
GHz 109 Hz
HEB Hot electron bolometer
IF Intermediate frequency
InSb Indium antimonide
LHe Liquid helium
LNA Low noise amplifier
LO Local oscillator
LSB Lower sideband
MBE Molecular beam epitaxy
MgB2 Magnesium diboride
MHz 106 Hz
Nb Niobium
Nb3Ge Niobium germanium
NbN Niobium nitride
NBW Noise bandwidth
NbTiN Niobium titanium nitride
RF Radio frequency
SD Schottky diode
SEM Scanning electron microscope
SiNx Silicon Nitride
SIS Superconductor insulator tunnel junction
SSB Single sideband
2SB Sideband separating
TCR Temperature coefficient of resistance
THz 1012 Hz
Ti Titamium
USB Upper sideband
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The electromagnetic spectrum between the microwave (0.1THz; λ ∼ 3mm)
and the Infrared frequencies (10THz; λ ∼ 30µm) is identified as the terahertz
(THz) region [1]. THz technology is applied to numerous fields such as high-
resolution radar system, medical and biological imaging and probing [2], Earth
environment, security and communication. THz detectors are strongly needed
in radio astronomy; indeed one-half of the total luminosity of the Universe and
98%of the photons emitted since the Big Bang fall into the Far-Infrared (FIR)
and submillimetre range [1]. This region of the electromagnetic spectrum is
not fully explored due to the difficulties to built high output power sources and
receivers. Moreover in this frequency range there is a significant attenuation
of the useful signal due to the absorption of the radiation in the Earth atmo-
sphere. In order to reduce such losses, THz observatories are placed on high
mountains or are using balloons, airplanes or satellite in Space. The explo-
ration of the submillimetre wave range leads to important information about
development of galaxies, star formation and origin of the chemical elements
in Space. Furthermore, THz radiation is used to explore the atmospheres of
comets and planets as well as the cosmic background radiation originating in
the ”early years” after the Big Bang. Radio astronomical facilities such as the
ALMA interferometer [3], the APEX telescope [4], the Herschel Space Obser-
vatory [5], COBE [6] and many others are used to explore various aspects of
the universe (see fig:1.1). These THz radiation observation platforms require
detectors with high sensitivity and large bandwidth [7]. Today, heterodyne
receivers used in high spectral resolution radio astronomy are based on cryo-
genic devices such as insulator-superconductor tunnel junctions (SIS) and hot
electron bolometers (HEB). The use of those devices is motivated by the supe-
rior sensitivity and low local oscillator (LO) power compared to e.g Schottky
diode technology. Table 1.1 shows the state of the art of some THz detectors
and their operation frequency range.
1.1 THz mixers
Detection systems in the THz spectral range can be divided in two classes: di-
rect (incoherent) detectors and heterodyne (coherent) detectors. In the direct
detection mode the power received by the detecting devices is measured in a
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Fig. 1.1: Illustrations of several radio astronomical platforms. The Herschel Space
Observatory [5], the APEX telescope [4], the ALMA interferometer [3] and COBE [6].
Table 1.1: Frequency operation of THz detectors. Microbolometer [8–10], HEB
[11–16], SIS [17–19], SD [7,20–22], FET [23,24].
Detector Operation frequency (THz) Detection Type
microbolometer 0.3-30 incoherent detection
HEB 0.8-2.55 incoherent detection
HEB 0.3-5.25 coherent detection
SIS 0.14-0.25 incoherent detection
SIS 0.085-1.2 coherent detection
SD 0.1-2 incoherent detection
SD 0.085-5 coherent detection
FET 0.7 incoherent detection
FET 0.2-4.3 coherent detection
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wide frequency range. Incoherent detectors allow only signal amplitude detec-
tion without preserving the phase information of the incoming signal. Such
detectors are suitable for studying broadband radiation where high spectral
resolution is not a requirement. Unlike incoherent detectors, coherent detec-
tors preserve both the amplitude and the phase of the incoming radiation
and they are used to characterize the signal with very high spectral resolu-
tion. In the heterodyne detection mode the RF signal fS to be detected (e.g.
a molecular line from a distant galaxy) is mixed with a strong local oscilla-
tor (LO) at frequency fLO and downconverted to an intermediate frequency
fIF which is then amplified and detected by e.g. a spectrum analyzer. In
the heterodyne detection the detecting device is used as a mixer. Different
types of detectors are employed at THz frequencies such as Schottky diodes
(SD), superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) tunnel junctions, super-
conducting hot electron bolometer (HEB), Golay cells, field effect transistor
(FET) and semiconductor bolometer. In this section, three types of detectors
that are commonly employed in high sensitivity THz heterodyne receivers are
briefly compared.
Schottky diodes are the most sensitive room temperature THz mixers.
However, these receivers require a large amount of local oscillator power (LO)
(∼mW) at f>1THz [25], making it necessary to use large gas laser as local
oscillator, rather unpractical condition for space-borne observations.
Their main advantages is that they have wide bandwidth and they can
operate in a wide temperature range and therefore they can be used when
cryogenic cooling is not possible or too expensive.
For frequencies below 1THz, superconductor insulator superconductor (SIS)
tunnel junctions based on Nb (niobium) are the most sensitive THz mixers.
An additional advantage is their modest LO power requirement which is on
the order of microwatts. The major drawback for SIS mixers is that the up-
per operating frequency is limited due to the superconducting gap frequency
(700GHz for Nb and about 1400GHz for NbTiN) [26, 27]. At frequencies be-
yond the gap frequency (f=2∆/h [7]), the photon assisted tunneling is limited.
Another limitation comes from the material of the tuning circuit used to com-
pensate for the SIS junction capacitance. If it is made from a superconductor,
losses increase above the energy gap with the consequence of decreasing the
receiver sensitivity. Alternative materials, such as NbN, NbTiN and Al, have
been used instead of Nb to increase the operation frequency up to 1.2THz [18].
An alternative to terahertz SIS mixers at frequency above 1.2THz, that
has received great interest from the research field, is the superconducting hot
electron bolometer (HEB) mixer. Although HEB mixers provide smaller IF
bandwidth compared to Schottky diode and SIS mixers, nevertheless the high
sensitivity and the low LO power requirement (<1µW) [28], have determined
the choice of HEB mixers for several ground and Space based observatories at
THz frequencies [1].
The figure of merit, which define the sensitivity of THz mixers is the noise
temperature. Figure 1.2 shows an overview of the double sideband (DSB) noise
temperature versus frequency for Schottky, SIS and HEB mixers. The draw-
backs of cooled versus room temperature technology are the high complexity
of the equipments used as well as the limited lifetime which is restricted by
the amount of the cooling agent (LHe). The type of technologies depend of
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Fig. 1.2: State of the art performance of terahertz mixers. Room temperature and
cooled Schottky diode mixer [7,28–35], SIS mixer [28] and HEB mixer [13,28].
the applications. In astrophysics cooled receivers are needed whereas portable
systems and uncooled receivers are preferable for spectroscopy and imaging
applications.
1.2 Motivation of the thesis
This section is focused on the superconducting phonon-cooled hot electron
bolometer which is the detector type used in this research. In particular the
motivations of this thesis are presented.
When the HEB is used in a THz mixer, it has to be fast enough to yield
a useful IF bandwidth of a few GHz. The first HEB mixer was made from
semiconducting InSb [36], which despite of having good noise performance,
the bandwidth was just 1MHz. Other semiconducting materials have been
proposed for HEB fabrication [11, 37] but the long response time of semicon-
ducting compared to superconducting HEBs make them suitable for direct
detection but not for mixers.
Hot electron bolometer made from superconducting materials can work ac-
cording to two mechanisms. Phonon-cooled and diffusion cooled mechanisms.
In Phonon-cooled HEB mixers, the gain bandwidth (GBW) is determined
by two consequent processes in the electron energy relaxation: the electron-
phonon interaction and the phonon energy interaction. The electron-phonon
interaction time is inversely dependent on the critical temperature of the su-
perconducting film, Tc, whereas the phonon-escape time depends on the film
thickness. HEB mixers made of ultrathin 3-4 nm NbN film have demonstrated
superior performance over other type of mixers (e.g. Schottky and SIS mixers)
at frequencies above 1.2THz [7, 13, 38]. The gain bandwidth was 3-4GHz for
3-4nm film [28] which is good enough for many radio astronomy applications.
Further reduction of the NbN film thickness (less than 3-4nm) leads to a dras-
tic reduction of the critical temperature which acts towards the reduction of the
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GBW [39]. Therefore, increasing the GBW of phonon-cooled NbN HEB mix-
ers beyond the presently achieved 3-4GHz seem to be unrealistic. A possible
method to extend the gain bandwidth is to use diffusion-cooled HEB mixers,
where an extra electron cooling path occurs by out-diffusion of the electrons
in to the contact pads. A gain bandwidth as large as 1.7GHz and 6.5GHz has
been demonstrate for Nb [40] and NbN HEB [41] mixers respectively. Such
mixers require to be extremely short, as well as special treatment of the con-
tact pads [42]. In order to increase the gain bandwidth of phonon-cooled HEB
mixers an alternative is to search for superconducting materials with a faster
response. The superconductivity in magnesium diboride was discovered by
Akimitsu´s group in 2001 [43]. An high critical temperature (39K) in the
bulk, makes it very attractive to replace NbN with MgB2, aiming for a better
HEB mixer performances. Indeed, using superconducting film with a higher
operating temperature is expected a reduction of the electron-phonon interac-
tion time [44]. A larger gain bandwidth can be reached in a superconducting
film with higher critical temperature. Moreover, it has been demonstrated
that even thin (7.5 nm) MgB2 film can exhibit a critical temperature as high
as 34K [45]. Using time domain spectroscopy the electron-phonon interaction
time as been measured to be shorter in a thin MgB2 film (3 ps at 39K [46])
compared to NbN film (12 ps [47] at 10K). The wider operating temperature
range of MgB2 compared to NbN makes it suitable for low noise and wide
GBW mixers. In principle, HEBs based on MgB2 are expected to operate
faster than NbN counterparts.
The motivation of the research presented in this thesis is the
study of new class of THz phonon-cooled hot electron bolometer
mixers based of magnesium diboride (MgB2) film. Achievement of
the gain bandwidth (as well as of the noise bandwidth) superior to
the NbN HEB mixers is the main goal of this work.
In this thesis, MgB2 phonon-cooled HEB mixers were designed, fabricated
and characterized. Beside to the demonstration of competitive performances
of this new type of mixers with the existing technologies, the other goal was
to get a reproducible and reliable fabrication process since the film was very
sensitive to the water and oxygen. The RF characterisation of the MgB2
HEB mixers was mainly done at 0.6THz. In order to understand the super-
conductor response on a RF radiation the devices were analysed using the
two-temperature model. Based on these results, on the material parameters
and on the two-temperature model a GBW as large as 8-10GHz is predicted
for very thin MgB2 film. Therefore, MgB2 thin films appear very promising
for low noise and wide GBW mixers for THz radio astronomy, as well as in
other applications requiring broadband THz mixers.
1.3 Thesis overview
The thesis is structured in 4 chapters. Chapter 1, gives an introduction about
THz detection and existing technologies for radio astronomy and Space science.
Moreover the motivations of this research are presented. Chapter 2 concerns
the detailed description of HEBs working principle, heterodyne mixing and
basics of superconductivity. The HEBs fabrication process is described in
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chapter 3. The experimental results are presented in chapter 4 with a detailed
description of the measurement setups. Finally in chapter 5 a summary of this
work and a description of future work are discussed.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides an overview about the bolometer operation as well as the
important figure of merits which determine the performance of a bolometer.
Two ways to detect radiation, direct and heterodyne detection, are presented
and discussed. Finally, theory about superconductivity and properties of mag-
nesium diboride superconductor are given.
2.1 Bolometer description
A bolometer is a thermal detector that is used to measure power of the inci-
dent electromagnetic radiation. The bolometer can be made of superconduct-
ing, semiconducting, intermetallic or metals materials [48]. Figure 2.1 shows
schematically the temperature dependence of resistance of different material
types used for making bolometer. A simplified schematics of a bolometer which
consists of an absorber with heat capacity C and at temperature TB which is in
thermal contact with a reservoir at temperature Tbath via thermal conductance
Ge is given in figure 2.2. The absorber is heated up by the incoming radiation.
The temperature change is measured by the attached thermometer, exhibiting
a temperature dependent resistance R(T). In microbolometer the resistance
changing of the absorbing element in itself can be used as thermometer.
The values of heat capacity C and the thermal conductance Ge have in-
fluence on the bolometer performance, such as the voltage responsivity of the
device to the absorbed radiation.
The bolometer temperature as a function of the time is the solution of the
power balance equation(see eq. 2.1).
C
dTB
dt
+Ge(TB − Tbath) = P (t) (2.1)
Assuming that the absorbed power changes periodically in time, P(t)=P0+∆P
cos(ωt), the amplitude ∆T of the corresponding temperature modulation is
given by:
∆T (ω) =
∆P (ω)
Ge +
√
(1 + ω2(C/Ge)2)
(2.2)
The ratio τ ≡ C/Ge is the bolometer response time and it determines how
fast the bolometer responds to a change in the absorbed power.
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Fig. 2.1: Temperature dependence of resistance of three bolometer material types
[48].
Reservoir Tbath
V
I Resistive
Thermometer
P
Thermal
conductance G
Absorber
TB
C
Fig. 2.2: Schematic of a bolometer thermally coupled to a reservoir.
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Fig. 2.3: Schematic of a direct detector.
2.2 Bolometric detector
A bolometer can detect radiation in two different ways: direct detection (in-
coherent detection) and heterodyne detection (coherent detection). In direct
detection mode, the received power is detected over a wide frequency range,
whereas in heterodyne detection mode the RF signal is mixed with a local
oscillator (LO) and down converted to intermediate frequency (IF) in the mi-
crowave range.
2.2.1 Direct detection
Figure 2.3 is a schematics of a direct detector. The bolometer responds to
the power of the radiation. The RF signal (fs) is amplitude modulated and
the output voltage is measured using a lock-in amplifier or a voltmeter or a
low noise amplifier etc. Since direct detector have a flat spectral response,
frequency selection can only be obtained if a filter is placed in front of the
detector. Important figures of merit that characterize the performance of the
bolometer as direct detector are: the responsivity (SV ), the response time (τ)
and the noise equivalent power (NEP) .
If the bolometer is biased at constant current I, the voltage responsivity is
defined as the ratio between the voltage swing to the absorbed RF power.
SV =
∆V
∆P
(2.3)
In order to understand which parameters influence the responsivity of the
bolometer a more careful analysis of the equation 2.1 has to be done. The
bolometer absorbs a radiant power which usually has a steady part P0 and a
time varying part of amplitude P1 and frequency ω (see eq.2.4).
PB = P (t) = P0 + P1e
iωt (2.4)
The temperature of the bolometer consequently varies as:
TB = T (t) = T0 + T1e
iωt (2.5)
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The bolometer which is biased at constant current I, produces time varying
electrical heat (DC heating) which can be written as:
I2R(T ) = I2
[
R(T0) +
(
dR
dT
)
T1e
iωt
]
(2.6)
The bolometer loses power G(TB-Tbath) to the reservoir through the thermal
conductance G. It should be also noted that G in general is a function of the
temperature [49] but it is here assumed to be constant for small temperature
changes. Equating the input to the output power and taking into account the
power stored in the heat capacitance, gives:
P0 + P1e
iωt + I2R(T0) + I
2
(
dR
dT
)
T1e
iωt =
= G(T0 − Tbath) +GT1eiωt + iωCT1eiωt (2.7)
Where G is the dynamical thermal conductance dP/dT at the temperature
T0. Separating the time independent and the time dependent terms of the
equation 2.7 yields to:
P0 + I
2R(T0) = G(T0 − Tbath) (2.8)
∆P
∆V
= P1/T1 = G+ iωC − I2(dR/dT ) (2.9)
The time independent terms gives the constant state heat flow equation that
determines the operating temperature of the bolometer [49]. Using the equa-
tions 2.3 and 2.9 the voltage responsivity can be defined as:
SV =
∆V
∆P
= I(dR/dT )T1/P1 =
I(dR/dT )
G− I2(dR/dT ) + iωC (2.10)
It is important to note that the responsivity is influenced by the electrothermal
feedback i.e. when the resistance of the bolometer changes due to the absorbed
power, the dc dissipation also changes. The result is the effective thermal
conductance defines as:
Ge = G− I2(dR/dT ) (2.11)
In order to characterize the bolometer (thermometer) is useful to introduce
the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR), α given by:
α =
1
R
dR
dT
(2.12)
Plugging in equation 2.12 in equation 2.11 the effective thermal conductance
can be written as:
Ge = G− I2Rα (2.13)
The corresponding time constant is τ=C/Ge. Plugging in the equation 2.13
in 2.10 the absorbed power responsivity can be written as:
SV =
IRα
Ge(1 + iωτ)
(2.14)
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Fig. 2.4: Representation of the responsivity versus frequency
At an arbitrary modulation frequency ω the responsivity is defined as [49]:
SV (ω) =
SV (0)√
1 + ω2τ2
(2.15)
Where SV (0)=IRα/Ge is the responsivity at ω(0) (see fig.2.4). Semi-
conducting bolometers have negative α and Ge>G whereas semiconducting
bolometers have positive α and Ge<G. The combination of having α>0 and a
current bias, makes it possible that the effective thermal conductance equals
to zero at a given current, resulting in a very high voltage responsivity. If
the bolometer is voltage biased the same effect occurs when α<0. The ther-
mal feedback influences the response time τ of the bolometer. The response
time τ in the equation 2.15 determines the speed of the bolometer and as
was mentioned earlier it is given by the ratio between the heat capacity and
the thermal conductance. In many applications, it is important to have large
bandwidth and high responsivity. The latter can be reached by reducing Ge
but on the other hand this will make the bolometer slower. In order to keep τ
small the heat capacitance C must be reduced by for example using low C ma-
terials. There are a few methods that can be used to increase the responsivity
keeping the response time constant. If the heat flow into the substrate is the
dominant bolometer cooling path, then the thermal conductance Ge equals
the ratio between the bolometer area and the boundary resistance Rbd (see
eq.2.16).Therefore making submicrometer bolometers leads to an increase of
the responsivity.
Ge =
A
Rbd
(2.16)
Other ways to increase the responsivity could be done by forming air bridge
bolometer (see fig. 2.5) instead of having the bolometer directly on a substrate
or using materials with larger temperature coefficient of resistance α.
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Fig. 2.5: Air bridge bolometer [50].
The sensitivity of a direct detector is quoted in terms of noise equivalent
power (NEP). The NEP is defined as the radiant power that produces a signal
to noise ratio of unity at the output of the receiver. The dominant noise con-
tribution in a bolometer are the Johnson noise, the thermal fluctuation noise
and the flicker noise. For 1Hz bandwidth, the corresponding noise voltages
are given below.
The Johnson noise is defined as [51]:
UJ,n = (4RkBT )
0.5 (2.17)
The thermal fluctuation noise which causes fluctuations of the temperature in
the bolometer is given by [49]:
UFL,n = (4kBT
2G)0.5SV (2.18)
At low frequency the flicker noise may become important. Because of its
frequency dependence, the flicker noise is also called 1/f noise. The flicker
noise is described by the following equation [49]:
UF,n = i
xf(ω) (2.19)
where x depends on the device nature and f(ω) is the flicker noise frequency
dependence. The overall noise equivalent power is calculated as [49]:
NEP 2 =
4RkBT
S2V
+ 4kBT
2G+
i2xf(ω)2
S2V
(2.20)
Table 2.1 shows some examples of cooled and uncooled bolometer perfor-
mances.
2.2.2 Heterodyne mixing
Figure 2.6 is a schematic of down-conversion in a heterodyne receiver. The
mixer is an electronic device (bolometer in this case) which has a non linear
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Table 2.1: RESPONSIVITY (SV ), NOISE EQUIVALENT POWER (NEP) AND
RESPONSE TIME (τ ).
SV (V/W) NEP(W/Hz
0.5) τ(s)
Air-bridge bolometer [50] 85 25x10−12 0.2x10−12
Monolithic Si bolometer [52] 2.4x109 10−17 0.5x10−9
Ti HEB [53] - 3x10−19 25x10−6
Signal fs
fIF=|fLO-fS|
IF AmplifierMixer
Band-Pass Filter
IF Output
Local Oscillator fLO
Fig. 2.6: Schematic of down-conversion in a heterodyne receiver. The mixer has
two inputs ports for the local oscillator (LO) and the signal and one output port for
the intermediate frequency (IF).
current-voltage (I-V) characteristic. The signal at the frequency (fS) is mixed
with local oscillator at frequency (fLO) and down converted to an intermediate
frequency fIF . The voltage across the bolometer can be written as:
V (t) = VLO cos(ωLOt) + VS cos(ωSt) (2.21)
where VLO and VS are amplitudes of the voltages of the local oscillator and of
the signal at the input of the mixer. The power dissipated in the bolometer
with a resistance R is:
P (t) =
V 2(t)
2R
(2.22)
Inserting equation 2.21 in 2.22 and considering the average of the absorbed
local oscillator and signal power (PLO=V
2
LO/2R, PS=V
2
S/2R) results in:
P (t) = PLO + PS + PLO cos(2ωLOt) + PS cos(2ωSt) +
+2
√
PLOPS cos((ωLO + ωS)t) +
+2
√
PLOPS cos((ωLO − ωS)t) (2.23)
The bolometer cannot follow the power oscillation at 2ωLO, 2ωS and ωLO +
ωS frequencies. These frequencies are higher than the IF bandwidth of the
bolometer therefore they can be neglected in the equation 2.23. Defining
ωIF = ωLO − ωS the total radiation power, dissipated in the bolometer, can
be written as:
P (t) = PLO + 2
√
PLOPS cos(ωIF t) (2.24)
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Fig. 2.7: Representation of the conversion gain as a function of the IF frequency
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If the signal frequency is lower than the LO frequency the mixer operates in
lower sideband (LSB) otherwise in upper sideband (USB). Systems which are
sensitive to both sites are called double sideband (DSB). If the mixer operates
in single sideband (SSB) only the upper sideband (USB) or the lower side-
band is transmitted. More sophisticated approaches are realised in sideband
separating (2SB) mixers where the USB and the LSB are separated at IF.
Important figures of merit which characterise a mixer are: the conversion
efficiency or gain, the gain bandwidth and the mixer noise temperature. The
conversion efficiency is defined as the ratio between the output power PIF at
IF frequency and the available signal power PS at the input [36].
ηm(ωIF ) =
PIF
PS
=
2I2C20PLORL
(RL +R0)2
×
×
(
1− I2C0
RL −R0
RL +R0
)
−2
× (1 + ω2IF τ2)−1 (2.25)
Where C0=dR/dT×1/G is the self heating parameter, RL is the IF load
impedance and R0=V0/I0 is the bolometer DC resistance. The gain band-
width (f3dB) is defined as the IF frequency in which the conversion efficiency
drops by a factor of two from the mixer gain at zero IF frequency (see fig.
2.7).
The mixer gain bandwidth is expressed by the following equation and it
determine the mixer response time, τθ modified by the electrothermal feedback.
fg =
1
2piτ
(2.26)
τ =
τθ
1− C0RL−R0RL+R0
(2.27)
τ is the electron temperature relaxation time and τθ is the relaxation time for
I0=0. Figure 2.8 shows a schematic representation of a mixer.
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PLO, PS
R(PDC,PRF)
Fig. 2.8: Equivalent circuit of a bolometer mixer coupled to the DC and IF circuit.
The bolometer is biased in its resistive state by a DC current and by the
RF radiation (LO power). In this situation no current flows through the IF
load (RL), because of the presence of the capacitor. Heterodyne conversion
takes place when the LO is combined with a small signal (Ps), resulting in
a modulation of the dissipated RF power in the mixer at the intermediate
frequency. This generates an IF current in the circuit and leads to dissipation
in the IF load. If the bolometer is biased at constant current, a small increase
of the resistance leads to an increase of the DC dissipated power. The increase
in the DC heating results in a further increase of the resistance and the results
is a positive feedback. Positive feedback slows down the thermal response and
destabilize the system. Negative feedback occurs when the bolometer is voltage
biased. An increase in resistance causes a decrease of the DC dissipation and
thus stabilizes the system and decreases the time constant. The electrothermal
feedback is very important since affects the mixer performances.
The sensitivity in a mixer is quoted in terms of single sideband (SSB) or
double sideband noise (DSB) temperature. The DSB noise temperature is
more often quoted. The dominating noise sources in bolometer mixer are the
thermal fluctuation noise and the Johnson noise [54]. Figure 2.9 is a repre-
sentation of the receiver noise contributions. The output thermal fluctuation
noise temperature due to the fluctuations in the electron temperature, Te is
given by [55]:
TFLn,out(ωIF ) = I
2C0
dR
dTe
T 2e
4RL
(R0 +RL)2
(
1− I2C0
RL −R0
RL +R0
)
−2
(1+ω2IF τ
2)−1
(2.28)
The Johnson noise, TJn,out is equal to the noise in an ordinary resistor at
temperature, Te delivered in a load RL(see eq. 2.29).
TJn,out = Te
4R0RL
(R0 +RL)2
(
1− I2C0
RL −R0
RL +R0
)
−2
(2.29)
The receiver output noise temperature is the sum of the the thermal fluctuation
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Tm=TFLn+TJn
TIF
Tout
LO
Signal
Fig. 2.9: Simplified picture of a receiver with noise contribution.
noise, Johnson noise and IF amplifier input noise.
Tout(ωIF ) = TFLn,out(ωIF ) + TJn,out + TIF (2.30)
The DSB receiver noise temperature, referred to the receiver input is given by:
Trec(ωIF ) =
Tout(ωIF )
ηm(ωIF )
(2.31)
Since the gain and the thermal fluctuation noise dependence on the IF have a
single pole Lorentzian shape, the receiver noise temperature as a function of
the IF frequency becomes:
Trec(ωIF ) = Trec(0) +
(TJn,out + TIF )
ηm(0)
(ω2IF τ
2) (2.32)
Figure 2.10 shows a theoretical plot of the noise contributions in a receiver.
The noise bandwidth can be expressed by the equation 2.33 and it is defined
as an IF where Trec rises by a factor of two.
fn ≈ fg
√
TFLn,out + TJn,out + TIF
TJn,out + TIF
(2.33)
The noise bandwidth is larger than the gain bandwidth [56]. This is due to the
fact that the main contribution to the noise is the thermal fluctuation noise
TFLn. In fact the Johnson noise TJn is flat at the output of the mixer, while
the thermal fluctuation noise starts to rolls off at the same frequency of the
conversion gain [56].
Due to the long response time bolometers are not practical for mixing. In
the submillimeter range receivers with large bandwidth are needed, in fact they
should be fast enough to follow the IF frequency which is a replica of the origi-
nal RF spectrum [57]. A large IF bandwidth is important in the measurement
of broad emission lines from external galaxies as well as simultaneous observa-
tion of several molecular lines. The technology that can meet this requirement
are hot electron bolometers (HEB) based on superconductors films.
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Fig. 2.10: Theoretical plot of the noise contributions in a receiver
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2.3 Hot electron bolometer mixers
Hot electron bolometer mixers using semiconductors were invented in the early
1970s [58], however the development of superconducting versions of this basic
concept has lead to the most sensitive mixers at frequencies in the terahertz
region. Hot electron bolometer mixers are a thin superconducting strip on a
dielectric substrate coupled between contact pads (see fig.2.11). Compared to a
resistive bolometer, in which the whole bolometer is heated up after it absorbs
radiation, in the HEB only free electrons are heated up. Superconducting
HEBs can be integrated with any planar antenna (i.e. logarithmic spiral or
twin-slot antenna) as well as with waveguide [59]. HEB, operating as a mixer,
is cooled down below its critical temperature. At low temperature (T<Tc), the
thermal coupling between free electrons and phonons in the superconducting
bridge is weak while the electron-electron interaction is strong. If a radiation
(LO power) is coupled in the HEB, the electron-electron interaction is broken
and free electrons diffuse in the contact pads or they interact with phonons in
the microbridge and escape into the substrate. There are two types of cooling
mechanisms which determine the electron relaxation time and consequently
the gain bandwidth of an HEB mixer. These mechanisms are the diffusing
and phonon cooling. If the length of the microbridge is shorter than of the
thermal diffusion length Lth=(Dτe)
1/2 of the superconducting material, the
cooling mechanism occurs by outdiffusion of the electrons in the contact pads
within a time, τdiff=(L
2/pi2D). HEB mixers based on this principle are called
diffused-cooled [42]. If the length of the microbridge, L is larger of the thermal
diffusion length, Lth cooling by phonons dominates. These mixers are called
phonon-cooled.
Figure 2.11 shows a picture of an HEB with a representation of the phonon
and diffusion cooling mechanism. In phonon-cooled HEB [28] the crucial pa-
rameter is the interface between the superconducting film and the substrate
whereas in diffusion cooling the crucial parameter is the interface between the
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Fig. 2.11: Simplified picture of a superconducting Hot Electron Bolometer with
phonon and diffusion cooling mechanism. The SEM image shows a phonon-cooled
HEB integrated with spiral antenna.
film and the contact pads. In the low-temperature limit, when the electron
specific heat, ce is much larger than the phonon specific heat, cph, the electron
temperature relaxation time is governed by a single time constant,τθ [60]. The
total electron relaxation time which determines the speed of the bolometer is
given by:
τθ = τe−ph +
ce
cph
τesc (2.34)
Where τe−ph is the electron-phonon interaction time which is a function of
the temperature T [61]:
τe−ph = T
−µ (2.35)
The value of µ has been reported between 2 and 4 for various materials [62].
τesc is the escape time of the phonons in the substrate which is dependent on
the thickness of the film d, the speed of the sound u and the film/substarte
acoustic phonon transmission coefficient β.
τesc =
4d
βu
(2.36)
The terms ce and cph in the equation 2.34 are the electron and phonon specific
heats which are also dependent of the temperature of the film.
In conclusion, to have a fast response of the phonon-cooled HEB mixer it is
required to have thin films with higher critical temperature. On the other hand
the critical temperature decreases with thinner film thickness, which mostly
occurs due to the large number of defects of the first layer of the film. An
optimum between these two parameters must be found to maximize the IF
bandwidth.
2.4 Basics of superconductivity
This section concerns the basics of the superconductivity with focus on the
important parameters of a superconductor.
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Fig. 2.12: Energy diagram of a superconductor
Two basic properties of a superconductor are: the perfect diamagnetism
and the zero resistance to a dc current. At certain temperature called critical
temperature, Tc, the resistance of a superconductor drops to zero and remains
zero at all temperatures below Tc. Below Tc the conduction electrons form
pairs, called Cooper pairs which can carry current (supercurrent) without any
resistance. Cooper pairs are also responsible of the perfect diamagnetism of
a superconductor known as the Meissner effect. Indeed at the temperature
below Tc a magnetic field is expelled from the interior of a superconductor.
Superconductors can be divided in two classes: type-I and type-II. Type-I
exhibits positive superconductor-normal interface energy while type-II nega-
tive interface energy [63]. Type-I is a perfect diamagnet. In fact below a
critical magnetic field, Hc, there is no penetration of the flux in the supercon-
ductor but above the critical field the material is driven in the normal state
and the the flux starts to penetrate. Type-II has more complex magnetic
properties. There are two critical fields for such type of superconductor, Hc1
and Hc2. If the magnetic field applied is below Hc1, the superconductor expels
the magnetic flux while if the magnetic field is in the range Hc1<H<Hc2 some
magnetic fluxes are trapped in the material. At H>Hc2 the material becomes
normal.
The energy gap ∆, the London penetration depth λL and the coherence
length ξ, together with the critical temperature and the critical magnetic fields
are very important parameters which characterize a superconductor.
The energy gap ∆ is related to the critical current [63] through the equation
2.37 . It separates the energy level of ground state (Cooper pairs level) and
the energy levels of the quasiparticle excitations (see fig.2.12).
∆(0) = 1.74kBTc (2.37)
The minimum energy to break the Cooper pairs and create two quasiparticles is
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Fig. 2.13: MgB2 crystal structure. The magnesium atoms show an hexagonal layer,
while the boron atoms a graphite like honeycomb layer [43] .
2∆. The penetration depth, λL, in a superconductor refers to the exponentially
decaying of the magnetic field at the surface of the superconductor. It is the
distance required to fall to 1/e times the externally applied magnetic field [63].
λL =
(
ε0mc
2
ne2
)1/2
(2.38)
Where n is the superconducting electron density. The coherence length, ξ,
is related to the Fermi velocity and the energy gap of the superconducting
material.
ξ =
~vF
2∆
(2.39)
The ratio between the penetration depth and the coherence length is an im-
portant parameter which determine if the superconductor is type-I or type-II.
k =
λL
ξ
(2.40)
More precisely, 0 < k < 1/
√
2 gives a type-I superconductor whereas if k >
√
2
gives a type-II superconductor [63].
2.4.1 Magnesium diboride films MgB2
The superconductivity in magnesium diboride MgB2 was discovered by Akim-
itsu´s group in 2001 [43] and since then great interest has been generated in the
research field. MgB2 is a conventional intermetallic compound superconductor
(not based cooper-oxide superconductor) with the highest critical temperature
(39K in the bulk) that as been reported so far. Before the discovery of MgB2
the highest superconducting transition temperature was reported for Nb3Ge
(23K) material [64]. The model of the crystal structure of the MgB2 is shown
in figure 2.13. The crystal consists of Mg planes containing just magnesium
and B2 plane containing just boron, which are layered alternatively along the c
axis. X-ray diffraction spectrum indicates an hexagonal crystalline structure,
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where the lattice constants are: a=0.3086nm and c=0.3524nm [65]. Study of
the MgB2 energy gap has shown that it is has two energy gaps, one at lower
energy ∆(0) ∼ 2meV and one at higher energy ∆(0) ∼ 7meV [66]. The values
of the energy gaps allow the conclusion that MgB2 superconductor combines
characteristics of both type-I and type-II superconductors.
When a superconductor material is chosen for the fabrication of phonon-
cooled HEB mixers fundamental parameters must be taken into consideration
such as the critical temperature and electron phonon interaction time. Indeed,
it has been established that the IF gain bandwidth is correlated to these param-
eters as well as to the film thickness, film´s speed of the sound and acoustic
match film/substrate. A low noise temperature and low LO power require-
ments determines the choice of HEB mixer for the Herschel space observatory.
However, HEB mixers made on NbN film exhibit a limited gain bandwidth to
only 3-4GHz in very thin films (3-4 nm) [67]. Further reduction of the NbN
film thickness leads to a drastic reduction of the critical temperature which
weakens the electron-phonon interaction time. In order to increase the gain
bandwidth of HEB mixers a solution is to search for material with faster re-
sponse.The high critical temperature of MgB2 film (39K in the bulk), makes
it very attractive to replace NbN with MgB2, aiming for better performances.
Recently it was demonstrated that even thin MgB2 films (7.5 nm) can exhibit
a critical temperature as high as 34K [45]. Furthermore, using time domain
spectroscopy, the electron-phonon interaction time as been measured to be 3 ps
in a thin film MgB2 in a silicon substrate [46] which is shorter compared to
NbN film. Indeed in thin NbN films the electron-phonon interaction time has
been measured to be 12ps at 10K [47] whereas the escape time was 40 ps [67].
Considering the higher critical temperature and shorter electron-phonon and
phonon escape time of MgB2 film compared to NbN film, HEB mixers based
on MgB2 have been investigated, characterized and fabricated.
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A number of devices with micrometer sizes has been fabricated using UV-
lithography, ion milling and lift-off process. Lately, submicrometer devices
have been fabricated using the electron beam lithography. The main challenge
during the fabrication of the HEBs is to preserve the quality of the MgB2 film
(in the micro/nano bolometers) and to get a high yield with a reproducible
processing. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that MgB2 degrades when it is
exposed to the water and oxygen [68, 69].
In this chapter a detailed description of the device fabrication process as
well as the DC test results will be presented.
3.1 UV-Lithography process
Devices with different bolometer area have been fabricated. The area was in
the range of 100-500 µm2 and 3-42 µm2. HEBs were fabricated on 30 nm,
15nm and 10 nm thick MgB2 films. MgB2 films were grown on c-cut sapphire
substrates via molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE). Mg and B were evaporated
using e-guns and the growth temperature measured at the backside of the
substrate holder was 300 ◦C [70,71]. In order to prevent the film degradation
during the devices fabrication as well as to improve the MgB2/Au contact
resistance, the films were covered by a 20nm in situ gold layer.
The critical temperature, Tc was 25, 23 and 19K as measured in the con-
tinuous 30, 15 and 10 nm films, respectively.
The fabrication of the MgB2 HEBs consisted on several processing steps,
as follows:
• HEB length definition: The first step is to define the bolometer length
by using image reversal resist followed by the deposition of a Ti/Au
(5 nm/350nm) metal stack and subsequent lift-off. (see fig. 3.2 (b)).
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2 µm
Fig. 3.1: SEM image of MgB2 HEB integrated with spiral antenna (grey) on sap-
phire substrate (black)
• Etching: The in−situ 20 nm thick gold layer over the bolometer bridge
was etched via Argon ion milling. This step was quite critical, since a too
short etch might leads to residues of gold over the bolometer, whereas a
too long etch could etch the MgB2 film (see fig.3.2 (c) and (d)).
• Antenna and HEB width definition: In this step the spiral antenna,
in which the inner part corresponds to the bolometer width, and chip
frames were defined using positive photoresist. The chip frames allowed
to keep the bolometer short circuited once the antennas were fabricated
(see fig.3.2 (e)).
• Etching and final device: The resist over the antenna and the chip
frames was used as etching mask to protect the patterns during the
etching. The thick gold layer as well as the MgB2 film were etched down
to the substrate via Argon ion milling (see fig.3.2 (e) and (f)).
• Dicing: In order to perform the DC and RF tests, the wafer was cut
along the chip frame lines into chips of size 1.5×3.8mm.
Figure 3.1 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of an HEB
bolometer integrated with spiral antenna completely made using the UV-
lithography, lift-off and ion milling process. The fabrication process sequences
are shown in 3.2. Several problems have been found during the fabrication
of MgB2 HEBs. In addition to the film degradation during processing steps,
it was found that the use of a carbon mask (deposited using Pulsed laser de-
position and lift-off process) for defining the antenna pattern and the HEB
width leaded to a low yield. After fabrication the devices showed very high
impedance. Focused ion beam SEM (FIB-SEM) and SEM analysis were per-
formed in not working devices, revealing a physical disconnection between the
bolometer and antenna pad. This is clearly visible in figure 3.3 and it was
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Fig. 3.2: Fabrication process sequences. (a) Wafer. (b) HEB length definition.
(c-d) Etching of the thin layer of gold. (e) Antenna and HEB width definition. (e-f)
Etching and final device.
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Fig. 3.3: SEM image of the HEB performed after the FIB-SEM analysis. The image
clearly shows that the bolometer is disconnected from the antenna pad.
caused by the non uniformity in the carbon mask thickness along the wafer.
However, these problems have been solved using a resist mask, indeed the
processing was more reproducible.
3.2 Electron beam lithography process
In order to reduce the local oscillator power requirement and to push the HEB
mixers towards higher frequencies, submicrometer devices have been fabricated
employing electron beam lithography. The bolometer area was in the range of
0.09-0.64µm2. The fabrication of the bolometer was done by several electron
beam lithography steps and lift off process as follows:
• Alignment marks and chip frames: First, the alignment marks and
the chip frames were fabricated. The alignment marks are needed in
order to align the patterns of subsequent processing steps. The chip
frames allowed to keep the bolometers short circuited once the antennas
were fabricated. This avoids possible electrostatic charge that can per-
manently damage the devices.. After the lithography, metals deposition
(Ti/Au) and lift off were performed.
• Contact pads: The device fabrication starts with the lithography of
contact pads which define the bolometer length. At this stage Ti (10nm),
Au (100nm) and Ti (30nm) were deposited. The top Ti layer was used
to protect the pads during ion milling (see 3.4(a)).
• Antenna: The antennas were patterned in this step and Ti (10nm),
Au (250nm) and Ti(30nm) layers were used for the metallization of the
antennas. The top layer of Ti was deposited for the same purpose in the
previous processing step. The center part of the antenna has an overlap
with the contact pads (see 3.4(b)).
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Fig. 3.4: Fabrication process sequences: (a) Contact pads. (b) Antenna. (c-d)
Etching of the thin layer of gold and passivation. (e) Bolometer mask and etching.
(f) Final device.
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• Etching and passivation: At this stage the 20 nm thick in− situ Au
layer was etched away using Argon ion milling. To prevent the degrada-
tion of the MgB2 film during the rest of the processing steps, immediately
after the etching, the devices were passivated by 40 nm thick SiNx film.
The SiNx film was deposited ex − situ using RF magnetron sputtering
see (see 3.4(c-d)).
• Bolometer mask and etching: Negative e-beam resist was used as
etching mask in order to define the bolometer width. Subsequently, the
SiNx passivation and MgB2 film were etched in the regions not protected
by the resist. (see 3.4(e-f)).
Finally, a diamond saw was used to cut the wafer along the chip frame lines
into chips of size 1.5×3.8mm. The fabrication process sequences are shown in
3.4.
3.3 DC characterisation
In this section the DC results are presented and discussed. Before starting
the RF characterization, DC tests were performed in the fabricated devices.
In order to measure the resistance versus temperature curve, the devices were
biased at constant current (typically 1µA ) and the voltage was measured
while the devices were cooled from room temperature (300K) to 4.2K. At the
temperature of 4.2K, current versus voltage curve was recorded by swiping the
voltage until the current exceeded the critical current, Ic. At this point the
photons absorbed in the superconducting bridge brake the Cooper pairs and
creates quasiparticles and the devices are driven in the normal state. Figure 3.5
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Fig. 3.5: Resistance versus temperatures curves of HEBs. Sample numbers corre-
spond to table 3.1. The curves are normalized to the reistance at 40 K.
shows resistance versus temperature curves of HEBs patterned in MgB2 films
with different thicknesses (30nm, 15nm and 10nm). The critical temperature
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Table 3.1: MgB2 THICKNESS (d), CRITICAL TEMPERATURE (Tc), TRANSI-
TION WIDTH (∆Tc), RESISTIVITY (ρ300) AND RESISTANCE AT 300 K (R300)
Device Batch d(nm) ∆ Tc(K) Tc(K) R300 (Ω) ρ300(µΩ× cm)
1 A 30 1 22 45 90
2 B 15 2 17 180 105
3 C 10 1.5 15 130 165
4 D 10 2 8.5 86 190
5 C 10 1.5 15 190 221
decreases with the thickness, which mostly occurs due to the larger number of
defects in the first layers of the film. Devices of batches C and D are made of
10 nm films. However, due to the differences in the initial quality of the films,
the Tc of this two batches is 15K and 8.5K respectively. A summary of the
figure 3.5 is also presented in table 3.1. The MgB2 room temperature resistivity
after the fabrication ranged from 90µΩ×cm (30nm film) to 220µΩ×cm (10nm
film). The sheet resistance ratio, R(300)/R(40), was approximately 1.3, which
together with the high resistivity indicates that the MgB2 films are in the dirty
limit [72].
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Fig. 3.6: (a) I-V curves of 1 µm × 3 µm, device #4. (b) I-V curves of 6 µm × 7
µm, device #5. HEBs at 4.2 K bath temperature, with LO power and without LO
power applied.
I-V characteristics of MgB2 HEBs #4 and #5 (of 1 µm × 3 µm and 6 µm
× 7 µm, respectively), with and without local oscillator (LO) power applied,
are shown in figure 3.6. The room temperature resistance of these devices were
R#4(300K)=86Ω and R#5(300K)=190Ω whereas the resistivity of the bridges
were ρ#4(300K)=190µΩ× cm and ρ#5(300K)=221µΩ× cm. The critical cur-
rents, measured at 4.2 K, were 160µA and 650µA for samples #4 and #5,
respectively. The resulting critical current densities were 0.55 MA/cm2 and
0.93 MA/cm2. Upon application of the LO power the critical current in the
HEBs is suppressed. Due to the lower Tc and the smaller bolometer size, the
required LO power for device #4 was much smaller compared to device #5.
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The receiver noise temperature Trec was measured for devices #4 and #5,
whereas for other devices Trec was not measured because of the lack of the LO
power. Results about IF bandwidth will be presented in the next section.
The DC results that have been presented in these section are about HEBs
that have been fabricated with photolithography process. However devices
made using ebeam lithography have been successfully fabricated and they are
under tests.
As said above, before starting RF measurements in the fabricated devices,
it is important to perform DC tests in order to understand the quality of the
devices.
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Fig. 3.7: Examples of Resistance versus temperature (R-T) and current versus
voltage curves (I-V) for poor devices.
Figure 3.7 shows some examples of R-T and I-V characteristics of devices
fabricated in 10 nm MgB2 film with poor performances. Important parameters
that must be analyzed during the DC tests are: the critical temperature (Tc),
the transition width (∆Tc) and the residual resistance. Usually, the RF mea-
surements are performed near the critical temperature since at this point (in
good samples) the maximum sensitivity can be achieved in the device under
test. Sharp transition between the normal state and superconducting state
(∆Tc very small) is needed to get high sensitivity. As discussed in chapter 2
it is important to have high Tc of the superconducting bridge since the latter
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is directly correlated with the speed of the device and consequently with the
gain bandwidth. High Tc is desiderate to get wider gain bandwidth. The
residual resistance which is the resistance at the bath temperature ( 4.2K in
this case) must be zero or very close to zero to have a good quality of the
superconducting material. As is possible to see from the DC measurements of
figure 3.7, these devices were not suitable for doing RF tests. Indeed they did
not reach the superconducting state, the Tc was very low for one of them and
finally they had broadband transition.
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Chapter 4
THz characterisation and
discussion
In order to characterise the MgB2 mixers performance, the mixer gain and the
noise temperature measurements were performed across a wide IF band, at
various bias conditions and LO power levels. In this chapter the experimental
data are presented as well as analyzed using the two-temperature model.
4.1 Experimental technique
For the RF measurements the MgB2 mixer chips (#1− 5 see section 3.3) were
glued on the backside of a 12mm elliptical silicon lens, without an AR-coating,
defining a quasi-optical setup. The mixer block was placed on the cold plate of
a LHe cryostat (4.2K bath temperature). Figure 4.1 shows the setup used for
the gain bandwidth measurements. The gain bandwidth of the devices #1− 3
was measured using two backward wave oscillators (BWOs) at 600GHz. The
frequency of the Local oscillator (LO) BWO was kept constant, while the fre-
quency of the signal BWO was tuned. At each frequency point, the amplitude
of the signal was modulated by a mechanical chopper at 18Hz. The direct
Mixer
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Beam splitter
IR filter
Polyethylene windowVacuum
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Fig. 4.1: The gain bandwidth measurement setup
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Fig. 4.2: The noise temperature measurement setup
detection signal was read out via the mixer bias line with a lock-in amplifier,
which was later used for the calibration of the signal input power. The IF
signal was amplified and measured by a microwave spectrum analyzer. Both
the LO and the signal beams were collimated by Teflon lenses, spatially mixed
by a thin film (MylarTM ) beam splitter, and led into the cryostat through a
high density polyethylene pressure window. Three sheets of Zitex G108 IR
filters were installed at the 77K and 4.2K shields.
The optimal LO power for HEB mixers scales with the critical temperature
and the bolometer size [60]. Furthermore, efficient coupling of the LO power to
the HEB mixer occurs only when the photon energy is larger than the energy
gap of the MgB2 film 2∆. Therefore, for a mixing experiment at 600 GHz,
devices #1− 3 were heated to a temperature a few Kelvin below Tc.
The noise temperature for devices #4 and #5 was measured using the Y-
factor technique with a 290K and a 77K (liquid nitrogen) black body sources
(Eccosorb sheets [73]). The 600GHz BWO local oscillator was used, as in the
previous measurements. The intermediate frequency signal from the mixer
was amplified using a set of cold and room temperature low noise amplifiers.
Cold low noise IF amplifiers covered frequency ranges of 1-4GHz and 4-8GHz.
The IF passband was set by a tunable (1-9GHz) 50MHz band pass filter (see
fig. 4.2).
The gain of the device #4 was extrapolated from the Y-factor measure-
ments using an expression Pif=(P300-P77)×Gm, where P300 and P77 are the
single mode Planck power in the IF bandwidth, and Gm is the mixer gain.
The measured data were fitted with a single-pole Lorentzian 4.1 where G(0)
(the mixer gain at zero IF frequency) and fg (the 3 dB gain roll-off frequency)
were used as fitting parameters.
G(fIF ) = G(0)[1 + (fIF /fg)
2]−1 (4.1)
The effective mixer time, τ constant is obtained as τ=1/(2pi fg). The gain
bandwidth depends on the HEB mixer bias point because the electrothermal
feedback modifies the mixer time constant as τ = τθ/(1−C0(RL−R0)/(RL+
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Fig. 4.3: Intermediate frequency response of MgB2 mixers made of 15 nm (top
curves) and 30 nm (lower curves) MgB2 films. Solid lines are fits to the experimental
data. Dashed lines are results of the two-temperature model.
R0)), where τθ is the time constant in the limit of a zero bias, C0 =(Rd-
R0)/(Rd+R0) is the self heating parameter, R0=V/I is the dc resistance at
the mixer bias point, Rd is the differential resistance (dV/dI) and RL is the
IF load resistance (50 Ω) [74].
4.2 Results
In chapter 2 it has been established that the IF gain bandwidth of phonon-
cooled HEB mixers depends on several parameters such as the film thickness
d and the critical temperature Tc. HEB mixers with the MgB2 film ranging
from 30nm to 10 nm have been investigated. The relative mixer gain as a func-
tion of the intermediate frequency of the mixers fabricated from 30nm(lower
curves) and 15 nm(upper curves) MgB2 films is given in 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows
the response of HEBs fabricated from 10nm films. The GBW was obtained
by fitting the measured data with the equation 4.1. The 3 dB gain roll-off
frequency was 1.3GHz and 2.3GHz for devices 1 and 2 fabricated from 30nm
and 15 nm films. A GBW of 3.4GHz was observed for the mixer #3 made of
a 10 nm film with a Tc of 15K. Much smaller GBW, 1.5GHz, was measured
for a mixer #4 fabricated from the films with the same thickness (10 nm) but
with a Tc of 8.5K. The corresponding mixer time constant τ is given in Table
4.1.
These results clearly show the dependence of the gain bandwidth with the
thickness and critical temperature of the film. In figure 4.5, the GBW data
to the film thickness and the critical temperature for both MgB2 mixers (this
work) and NbN mixers (from the literature) are correlated. The open symbol
in figure 4.5(a) correspond to the MgB2 sample #4. The solid lines in the figure
4.5(a) are the fit to the experimental data. In order to estimate the GBW for
thinner MgB2 films, the fit for the GBW as a function of the thickness has been
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Fig. 4.4: (a) Intermediate frequency response of MgB2 mixers made of 10nm (batch
C) film. (b) IIntermediate frequency response of MgB2 mixers made on 10nm (batch
D) film.The solid and the dotted lines are the fit to the experimental data and the
result of the two-temperature model.
Table 4.1: MgB2 THICKNESS (d), CRITICAL TEMPERATURE (Tc),
ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION TIME (τe−ph), PHONON ESCAPE TIME
(τesc), SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO (ce/cph) AND MIXER TIME CONSTANT (τ )
Device d(nm) Tc(K) τe−ph(ps) τesc(ps) Ce/Cph τ(ps)
1 30 22 7±6 42±1 1.35 130
2 15 17 12±5 12±1 2.25 70
3 10 15 11±5 9±1 3 47
4 10 8.5 15±2 6±0.2 9 106
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Fig. 4.5: (a) The gain bandwidth (diamonds) and the critical temperature (circles)
for MgB2 HEB mixers versus the film thickness. (b) The gain bandwidth (squares)
and the critical temperature (crosses) for NbN HEB mixers versus the film thickness
(from ref. [75]).
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Fig. 4.6: IV curves at various LO power levels and the receiver noise temperature
versus bias voltage for sample #4 at 4.2K.
extrapolated using the same GBW vs thickness dependence as for thicker film
(see fig.4.5(a)). As it is possible to see from the figure 4.5(a) a GBW as large
as 10GHz can obtained with 3.5 nm thick film, which is more than twice larger
than of the GBW that has been reported for NbN mixers made on 3-4nm film.
For the noise measurements, the Y factor technique was employed to de-
termine the receiver noise temperature. The Y factor is defined as:
Y =
Pout,hot
Pout,cold
=
Trec + T (290K)
Trec + T (77K)
(4.2)
where hot and cold refer to two different noise sources. In particular hot is
referred to the room temperature while cold to the temperature of the liq-
uid nitrogen. The double side band (DSB) receiver noise temperature then
becomes:
Trec =
T (290K)− Y T (77K)
Y − 1 (4.3)
The I-V curves at various power levels and the DSB noise temperature
versus bias voltage for device #4 are shown in figure 4.6. The receiver noise
temperature had a broad band minimum around 1mV and 60µA. Figure
4.7 shows the noise temperature versus IF frequency in the range from 1 to
4.5GHz and at 600GHz LO frequency measured for device #4. Correcting for
the reflection losses at the silicon lens and including noise contributions from
LNA, the IR filter and beam splitter, the minimum receiver noise temperature
was approximately 800K. A noise bandwidth of 3GHz have been extrapolated
from the fit of the measured data (red solid line fig.4.7). As it was discussed
previously the critical temperature of this devices was much lower compared
to devices #3 and #5 also made of 10 nm film. A 20%reduction of the receiver
noise temperature was observed with the reduction of the bath temperature.
Indeed at 2K the critical current of the device #4 increased from 160µA to
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Fig. 4.7: Receiver DSB noise temperature versus IF for sample #4 at 4.2K. The
solid line is a fit for a 3GHz receiver noise temperature.
250µA. In order to bring the mixer to the same bias point more LO power
was needed and the noise temperature reduced as was discussed previously
[60,76]. The HEB mixer gain is proportional to the LO power, which explains
the general tendency of HEB mixers to show an improvement in performance
for lower operation temperature and higher critical temperatures. Figure 4.8
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Fig. 4.8: The receiver noise temperature versus intermediate frequency. Black
triangles: NbN HEB mixer at 1.9THz [28]. Blue circles: MgB2 HEB mixer #4. Red
squares: MgB2 HEB mixer #4. Bath temperature 4.2K
.
shows the DSB noise temperature versus intermediate frequency for device #4
and #5. In the same plot, the noise spectra of HEB mixer of 3-4 nm NbN
film [28] are showed for comparison reason. The noise temperature for mixer
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Fig. 4.9: Receiver noise temperature versus bath temperature of MgB2 mixer #5
.
#1 to #3 was not measured indeed due to the large device area there was a lack
of the LO power. For MgB2 films with Tc larger than 15K a submicrometer
size is needed to reduce the LO power requirement to the practical values. The
noise bandwidth (NBW) appeared to be more than twice larger in mixer #5
than mixer #4. The NBW extrapolated from the fit to the measured data was
6.5GHz in mixer #5. The noise temperature of NbN HEB mixers was reported
to be sensitive to the bath temperature [28,77], increasing almost immediately
as the bath temperature rises. Mixer #5, has a Tc of 15K. Therefore, it was
interesting to verify how sensitive the noise temperature of such devices is to
the bath temperature. As it can be observed from figure 4.9, the Trec of this
device (measured at IF of 3GHz) remain constant from 4.2K up to 10.5K,
and rising at higher temperatures.
4.3 Two-temperature model
In order to understand the physical parameters (thickness and Tc of the MgB2
film, electron-phonon time, phonon escape time and phonon specific heats)
that determine the bolometer response time and consequently the GBW the
two temperature approach presented in [78] was used. The effect of the self-
heating electrothermal feedback is taken in account. The HEB photo response
as a function of the modulation frequency is:
∆ΘIF (ω) ∝ UIF (ω) ∝
∆Θ(0)C0
ψ(ω) + R0−RLR0+RLC0
(4.4)
ψ(ω) =
(1 + jωτ1)(1 + jωτ2)
(1 + jωτ0)
(4.5)
τ−10 = τ
−1
esc + τ
−1
eph
ce
cph
(4.6)
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τ−11,2 =
τ−1esc + τ
−1
eph
(
Ce
Cph
+ 1
)
2
×
×

1±
(
1− 4
(τ−1esc + τ
−1
eph(Ce/Cph + 1))
−2
τescτeph
)1/2 (4.7)
The electron specific heat is given by:
ce(Te) = γTe (4.8)
The general approach is that at the given mixer bath temperature, the LO
power and the bias voltage are optimized for the maximum mixer gain. Under
such conditions, the electron temperature Te rises close to the TC due to the
dissipation of the LO and the DC power. The electron phonon specific heat
coefficient value, γ was taken from the literature. The published value of γ
is in the range from 3 to 5.5mJ/mol K2 [79–81]. The phonon specific heat,
cph was calculated using the Debye approximation (eq. 4.9) [82]. The phonon
temperature Tph is ∼ 0.9 × Te estimated from the heat balance equation [81].
cph(Tph) = 9naKB
[
Tph
TD
]3 ∫ TD
Tph
0
exx4
(ex − 1)2 dx (4.9)
Where na = 3.54 × 1022 cm−3 is the atomic mass density in MgB2 cal-
culated from the mass density ρm=2.7 g/cm
3 [79, 80] and the molar mass
M=45.925g/mol of MgB2. The Debye temperature, TD in MgB2 was ex-
perimentally obtained to be much larger compared to other intermetallic as
well as cuprate superconductors: from 700 K to 1000 K [79–81]. Using the
electron-phonon interaction time and the phonon escape time as fitting param-
eters, the two temperature model was applied to the gain bandwidth measured
data. The dashed curves in the plots of the intermediate frequency response
(figures 4.3 and 4.4) represent the fit of the 2T model. Table 4.1 shows a sum-
mary of the electron phonon interaction time, the phonon escape time and
the specific heat ratio (ce/cph) for different MgB2 film thicknesses (30, 15 and
10nm) given by the 2T model applied to the experimental results. For thinner
films the electron-phonon interaction time and the specific heat ratio increases
due to the lower critical temperature. The phonon-escape time decreases pro-
portionally to the film thickness. The electron-phonon interaction time is a
function of the temperature, τe−ph ∝ T−µ.
Figure 4.10 shows the electron-phonon interaction time versus the critical
temperature. The 2T model has confirmed that at lower critical temperature
the electron phonon interaction time increases. The open circles are for the
electron phonon time extrapolated from the two temperature model (see table
4.1) whereas the open triangle is the value reported in literature (τe−ph = 3ps)
for a critical temperature as high as 40K [46]. The data of the figure 4.10
were fitted using equation equation, τe−ph ∝ T−µ with µ ≈ 1.08. Figure 4.11
shows the electron and phonon specific heats (ce,cph) and the specific heat
ratio (ce,cph) extrapolated from the 2T model (see Table 4.1) as a function
of the critical temperature. The specific heat ratio is an important factor
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.
together with the electron-phonon interaction time and the phonon escape
time in the system response. Indeed in order to achieve a short relaxation
time all of these parameters must be optimized. Within the 2T model, it has
been demonstrated that the phonon-cooled HEB mixer requires a film with a
high critical temperature Tc to minimize the electron phonon interaction time
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and the specific heat ratio. On the other hand, to ensure fast removal of the
energy from the phonons, the film thickness should be small.
The larger GBW measured in device #3 compared to device #4 can also
be explained in the frame of the 2T model. As it is possible to see from
the Table 4.1, the electron phonon interaction time is larger in device #4,
furthermore the specific heat ratio is also three times higher in device #4 with
the consequence of a larger relaxation time and smaller GBW than device #3.
Larger GBW is expected for very thin MgB2 film with a high Tc.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and future
work
In this thesis, novel THz mixers made from magnesium diboride film were
fabricated, characterised and analysed using the two temperature model. The
oxidation issues of the MgB2 film leaded to important challenges during the
HEB fabrication in order to achieve a high yield and a reproducible process.
The motivation of this research was to study and analyze new superconducting
HEB mixers with the aim to achieve better performances than other HEB
mixers e.g. NbN HEB mixers.
The gain bandwidth and noise measurements were performed with 600GHz
local oscillator frequency. The gain bandwidth was investigated respect to the
film thickness and the critical temperature. Several devices were fabricated
in 30 nm, 15 nm and 10 nm MgB2 film with gain bandwidths of 1.3, 2.3 and
3.4GHz and energy relaxation times of 130, 70 and 47 ps, respectively. More-
over, by applying the two temperatures model to the measured gain bandwidth
data, the electron-phonon interaction time, τe−ph of 7 to 15 ps, the phonon es-
cape time, τesc of 6 to 42 ps and the specific heat ratio, ce/cph of 1.35 to 9
were deduced for the given MgB2 film thicknesses. The noise bandwidth of
a mixer made of 10 nm film with a critical temperature of 15K was 6-7 GHz
which is close to the one reported for HEB mixers made of 3-4 nm NbN films.
The corresponding receiver noise temperature was 1500K at 600GHz. A re-
ceiver noise temperature of 600K was measured at 2K bath temperature and
600GHz local oscillator frequency for devices fabricated in 10 nm film with a
critical temperature as high as 8.5K. In the same devices the noise tempera-
ture was measured to be 800K at 4.2K bath temperature.
Further development of the MgB2 HEB mixers will require even thinner
films with higher critical temperature. In fact, for very thin films and a high
critical temperature the electron relaxation time is reduced and the gain band-
width is improved. Figure 5.1 shows the extrapolation of a gain bandwidth of
8-10 GHz from the two temperature model for thin film (7.5-10nm) with high
critical temperature (30-34K). Optimisation of the film deposition process will
require to keep high critical temperature in films in which the thickness is
a few lattice constants. Moreover, further improvements of the MgB2 HEB
mixers can be achieved in bolometer with submicrometer sizes.
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Fig. 5.1: From the two temperature model a gain bandwodth of 8-10GHz is extrap-
olated for film as thin as 7.5-10nm with a critical temperature as high as 30-34K
Study of the MgB2 films, in particular specific heat measurements in a
wide temperature range will allow to obtain information about important ma-
terial parameters such us the electronic specific heat coefficient and the Debye
temperature which will enable better accuracy for bolometer model.
Based on this research MgB2 thin films appear very promising for low noise
and wide gain bandwidth mixers for THz radio astronomy, as well as in other
applications requiring broadband THz mixers.
Chapter 6
Summary of appended
papers
This chapter presents a summary of the appended papers and a short descrip-
tion of my contribution for each paper.
Paper A
Investigation of MgB2 HEB mixer gain bandwidth
Preliminary gain bandwidth data for HEBs made on different MgB2 film thick-
ness are reported. I personally contribute with: design and processing of HEBs,
measurements, analysis of the data and writing. The gain bandwidth measure-
ments were performed with help of my supervisor Sergey Cherednichenko.
Paper B
Low noise MgB2 terahertz hot-electron bolometer mixers
In this paper, a noise temperature of 600K measured at 2K and 0.6THz us-
ing HEBs made of 10nm MgB2 films is presented. I personally contributed
with: design and processing of HEBs, measurements and analysis of the data.
The noise measurements were performed with help of my supervisor Sergey
Cherednichenko.
Paper C
Study of IF bandwidth of MgB2 phonon-cooled Hot electron bolome-
ter mixers
In this paper, results of the noise and gain bandwidth investigation using HEB
mixers made of 10nm MgB2 film with a critical temperature as high as 15K
are reported. I personally contribute with: design and processing of HEBs,
measurements, analysis of the data and writing. The RF measurements were
performed with help of my supervisor Sergey Cherednichenko.
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